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Technology integration is one of the most important components of a merger 

or acquisition. Combining the IT systems of the merging companies is a critical step 

towards making them one unified entity. Not only does this help realize strategic

synergies, it also supports cultural integration.  

As an increasing number of organizations are migrating to cloud office platforms, the 

possibility of synchronizable systems in mergers or acquisitions is relatively common.  

The challenges faced by those M&A’s with two completely different systems can be a 

tad more overwhelming than a scenario when two O365 environments come together. 

This white-paper will map the 3 scenarios that emerge in an M&A situation, with a deep 

dive on the most effective migration strategy.  

• An O365-based enterprise merges with/acquires another O365-based enterprise

• An O365-based enterprise merges with/acquires a non-O365-based enterprise

and must deal with migration, governance, as well as security and application

and user management

• A non-O365-based enterprise merges with/acquires an O365-based enterprise

and must deal with integration issues, and plan for proper governance

This paper is an experience capture of how Microland mitigated these challenges while 

deploying Microsoft O365 solutions across scenarios. 

Managing complexities across scenarios

The migration and business process integration aspects of M&A activities, especially when 

multiple Microsoft 365 tenants are involved, can be very complex. While technical issues 

will be part of the equation, but legal, compliance, support desk, communications, data 

sovereignty, timeline, and many more factors must also be considered.  

Day one is a key milestone in any M&A. It’s the first day the merging organizations

officially come together and start working as one. From an IT perspective, any 

organizations goal on that day is to set up systems so users in the merging organizations 

can easily collaborate.  

Organization’s messaging users should be able to complete these collaborative tasks: 

Key Challenges of IT Integration of Microsoft O365 

Show Meeting 

Availability

Getting Ready 

for Post-Merger 

Integration

Unify E-mail 

Address

Unify Address 

List so people 

can find each 

other

• Out of the box, different Office 365 tenants 

can’t share the same email domain.

• Change to the acquiring company's email 

address before moving to the new tenant (or 

SMTP domain) or to keep sending as your 

original email address after moving to the 

new tenant or each tenant will need to adopt 

a new domain entirely.

• Creating a unified global address list between

tenants is highly complex

• Long Term Co-existence - is to synchronize 

any secondary AD forests to the primary 

forest used by Office 365 or to include any 

secondary AD forests within Azure AD 

Connect

• Having an AD consolidation project going on

at the same time

• The challenge to unifying free/busy calendar

lookups

• Enabling unified calendar lookups between

tenants is complex and requires oversight.

• May likely need a third-party solution to

make it happen or be well-versed in 

PowerShell

• A key challenge here is to not disrupt the 

end-user’s day-to-day

• Move user mail-boxes, teams & unified 

groups

• Move Public Folders

• Migrate Contents of the other Office 365

workloads
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• Send email from a unified address

• Look up colleagues in a unified address list

• Check free/busy availability for all colleagues

 In addition to these there could be issues with Directory readiness, Migration Platform 

Readiness , Mailflow, Teams Integration and Permission. 

These challenges are daunting. But they actually tie in with a set of challenges that IT teams 

at organizations are facing anyway. Therefore, the IT integration required by a merger or 

acquisition can actually be an opportunity to address a wide range of IT concerns and create 

an infrastructure that will support the mission of the business into the future. 

Microland’s methodology to mitigate Microsoft O365 integration 
challenges

The success of a merger or acquisition is measured, at least in part, by the cost reduction 

from how quickly enterprises can merge disparate technology platforms and systems. 

Office 365 is an extremely pervasive email and collaboration platform, and there is a high 

probability that merging organizations will both use Office 365. Alternately, enterprises 

may want to use a merger or acquisition as an opportunity to consolidate operations and 

collaboration infrastructure within Office 365. 

Our philosophy of automation-led services has led us to create an integrated, configurable 
one-stop platform called SmartMigrate that helps manage the end-to-end migration. The 
platform helps accelerate migration timelines and reduce project manager effort during 
migrations. SmartMigrate is a single platform for planning, scheduling, communicating and 
tracking end-to-end migration that will help accelerate O365 migration with scalable and 
repeatable processes. 

03 • Automated customer on-boarding

• Planning and Analytics Engine

04
• Plan seamless migrations

• Self Serving Options for customers

• Single Pane of Glass for deployment readiness 

01
• Track Migration progress against baseline schedule 

• View feature list and compatibility of customer 

organization

Insight Module

Onboarding Module

Deployment Module

02
Advisory Module

• Guide customers on the latest features, pre-requisite 

and any impact and classifications of features

• Track compatibility of applications in customers 

enterprise

When it comes to migrations, enterprises might need to spend longer on the planning than
on the migration itself. And that’s true even when migrating between tenants of Office 365.
Many of our clients assume that since everyone’s already on the same platform, the
migration should be fairly straightforward. But there are a set of unique challenges that are
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In addition to the above key issues and mitigations, enterprises should consider the 

following for Microsoft O365 Tenant to Tenant migrations.     

• Analyze the entire data in both source and target tenant, including UPNs, email

addresses, shared mailboxes, domains, SharePoint data, resource mailboxes,

SharePoint data structure, OneDrive configuration, Power BI groups and reports, and

Azure security settings.

• Generate reports for both source and target tenant to verify whether there are any

duplicate names or aliases that exist in the accounts.

• Go through the security settings, admin roles, license policies, and permissions to

analyze the differences between source and target tenant. If any changes are found,

then there is a need for a discussion with the technical team about how the changes

will impact the source data.

• Build an effective testing strategy, which includes testing the migration process with

various users, groups, IT pilot users, etc.

• Verify the types of accounts and objects that will be included in the directory such

as sync/password sync/Azure AD Connect.

• Plan meticulously if the migration process seems too complicated

presented in migrating between Office 365 tenants.
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Bringing Smart into O365 integration and migration

Migrations in general are complex, but combining Microland’s unique SmartMigrate 

platform with industry leading Microsoft O365 migrations tools such BiTtitan, Quest and 

CloudFastPath can can handle the challenges very effectively. Microland has a proven track 

record of successfully migrating and integrating some of the largest implementations of 

Microsoft 365 across the world. 

A Pre-Migration analysis tool provides visibility to the old environment and prepares the 

environment for a smooth migration addressing 3 critical areas: 

• pre-emptively getting rid of duplicates

• optimizing the data for migration with the right level of cleansing and

• enhancing the metadata for greater contextualization.

Microland has successfuly migrated  260,000+ mailboxes across the globe in 18+ months. 

We have adopted an industrialized service approach to leverage a highly skilled shared 

resource pool working across migrations. This ensures seamless migration by setting up a 

reporting framework to identify infrastructure issues sufficiently ahead and inform the 

clients' infrastructure teams accordingly. We leverage tools such as PowerShell, Office 365 

Portal, and our very own SmartMigrateTM  and  for high-velocity migrations. 

And all of this, with the one objective of the merged entity performing at its best in an 

absolute business-as-usual mode. 
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Microland's delivery of digital and “Making Digital Happen” allows technology to do more and 

intrude less. We make it easier for enterprises to adopt nextGen Digital infrastructure.  We 

enable this using our expertise in Cloud and Data Centers, Networks, Digital Workplace, 

Cybersecurity and Industrial IoT, ensuring the embrace of brilliance is predictable, reliable, and 

stable.  

Incorporated in 1989 and headquartered in Bengaluru, India, Microland has more than 4,500 

digital specialists across offices and delivery centers in Asia, Australia, Europe, Middle East and 

North America. 
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